TEMPORARY POSITION CODES

Acting Out NON STUDENT HOURLY: ACOH10
Acting Out STUDENT HOURLY: ACOH50
Acting Out NON STUDENT FLAT: ACOF10
Acting Out STUDENT FLAT: ACOF50

Admissions NON STUDENT HOURLY: ADMH10
Admissions STUDENT HOURLY: ADMH50
Admissions NON STUDENT FLAT: ADMF10
Admissions STUDENT FLAT: ADMF50

Advancement NON STUDENT HOURLY: ADVH10
Advancement STUDENT HOURLY: ADVH50
Advancement NON STUDENT FLAT: ADVF10
Advancement STUDENT FLAT: ADVF50

Artist Corps NON STUDENT FLAT: ACSF10
Artist Corps STUDENT FLAT: ACSF50

Business Affairs NON STUDENT HOURLY: BAFH10
Business Affairs STUDENT HOURLY: BAFH50
Business Affairs NON STUDENT FLAT: BAFF10
Business Affairs STUDENT FLAT: BAFF50

Campus Perf Facilities NON STUDENT HOURLY: CPFH10
Campus Perf Facilities STUDENT HOURLY: CPFH50
Campus Perf Facilities NON STUDENT FLAT: CPFH50
Campus Perf Facilities STUDENT FLAT: CPFH50

Campus Police NON STUDENT HOURLY: POLH10
Campus Police STUDENT HOURLY: POLH50
Campus Police NON STUDENT FLAT: POLF10
Campus Police STUDENT FLAT: POLF50

CDI NON STUDENT HOURLY: CDIH10
CDI STUDENT HOURLY: CDIH50
CDI NON STUDENT FLAT: CDIF10
CDI STUDENT FLAT: CDIF50

Chancellor's Office NON STUDENT HOURLY: CHAH10
Chancellor's Office STUDENT HOURLY: CHAH50
Chancellor's Office NON STUDENT FLAT: CHAF10
Chancellor's Office STUDENT FLAT: CHAF50

Community Music NON STUDENT HOURLY: CMSH10
Community Music STUDENT HOURLY: CMSH50
Community Music NON STUDENT FLAT: CMSF10
Community Music STUDENT FLAT: CMSF50

Counseling Services NON STUDENT HOURLY: WELH10
Counseling Services STUDENT HOURLY: WELH50
Counseling Services NON STUDENT FLAT: WELF10
Counseling Services STUDENT FLAT: WELF50

D&P NON STUDENT HOURLY: DNPH10
D&P STUDENT HOURLY: DNPH50

D&P NON STUDENT FLAT: DNPF10
D&P STUDENT FLAT: DNPF50
D&P GRADUATE Education Student Stipend: DPGESS
D&P UNDERGRADUATE Education Stipend: DPUESS
D&P GRADUATE Assistant Student: GRADDP

Dance NON STUDENT HOURLY: DANH10
Dance STUDENT HOURLY: DANH50
Dance NON STUDENT FLAT: DANF10
Dance STUDENT FLAT: DANF50
Dance GRADUATE Education Student Stipend: DAGESS
Dance UNDERGRADUATE Education Stipend: DAUESS

Drama NON STUDENT HOURLY: DRAH10
Drama STUDENT HOURLY: DRAH50
Drama NON STUDENT FLAT: DRAF10
Drama STUDENT FLAT: DRAF50
Drama GRADUATE Education Student Stipend: DRGESS
Drama UNDERGRADUATE Education Stipend: DRUESS

Educate Outreach Prog NON STUDENT HOURLY: EOSPHN
Educate Outreach Prog STUDENT HOURLY: EOSPHS
Educate Outreach Prog NON STUDENT FLAT: EOSPFN
Educate Outreach Prog STUDENT FLAT: EOSPF5

Facilities Mgmt NON STUDENT HOURLY: FACH10
Facilities Mgmt STUDENT HOURLY: FACH50
Facilities Mgmt NON STUDENT FLAT: FACF10
Facilities Mgmt STUDENT FLAT: FACF50

Filmmaking NON STUDENT HOURLY: FLMH10
Filmmaking STUDENT HOURLY: FLMH50
Filmmaking NON STUDENT FLAT: FLMF10
Filmmaking STUDENT FLAT: FLMF50
Film GRADUATE ASSISTANT STUDENT: GRADF
Film GRADUATE Education Student Stipend: FMGESS
Film UNDERGRADUATE Education Stipend: FMUESS

Financial Aid NON STUDENT HOURLY: FIAH10
Financial Aid STUDENT HOURLY: FIAH50
Financial Aid NON STUDENT FLAT: FIAF10
Financial Aid STUDENT FLAT: FIAF50

Health Svcs NON STUDENT HOURLY: HLTH10
Health Svcs STUDENT HOURLY: HLTH50
Health Svcs NON STUDENT FLAT: HLTF10
Health Svcs STUDENT FLAT: HLTF50

High School Academics NON STUDENT HOURLY: HASH10
High School Academics STUDENT HOURLY: HASH50
High School Academics NON STUDENT FLAT: HASF10
High School Academics STUDENT FLAT: HASF50
High School GRADUATE Education Stipend: HSGESS
High School UNDERGRADUATE Education Stipend: HSUESS

Housing Services NON STUDENT HOURLY: HSGH10
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Housing Services STUDENT HOURLY: HSGH50
Housing Services NON STUDENT FLAT: HSGF10
Housing Services STUDENT FLAT: HSGF50

Human Res NON STUDENT HOURLY: HURH10
Human Res STUDENT HOURLY: HURH50
Human Res NON STUDENT FLAT: HURF10
Human Res STUDENT FLAT: HURF50

Kenan NON STUDENT HOURLY: KENH10
Kenan STUDENT HOURLY: KENH50
Kenan NON STUDENT FLAT: KENF10
Kenan STUDENT FLAT: KENF50

Liberal Arts, Division of NON STUDENT HOURLY: UGPH10
Liberal Arts, Division of STUDENT HOURLY: UGPH50
Liberal Arts, Division of NON STUDENT FLAT: UGPF10
Liberal Arts, Division of STUDENT FLAT: UGPF50
Liberal Arts, GRADUATE Educational Stipend: LAGESS
Liberal Arts, UNDERGRAD Educational Stipend: LAUESS
Liberal Arts GRADUATE ASSISTANT: GRADLA

Library NON STUDENT HOURLY: LIBH10
Library STUDENT HOURLY: LIBH50
Library NON STUDENT FLAT: LIBF10
Library STUDENT FLAT: LIBF50

Marketing NON STUDENT HOURLY: MKTH10
Marketing STUDENT HOURLY: MKTH50
Marketing NON STUDENT FLAT: MKTF10
Marketing STUDENT FLAT: MKTF50

Music NON STUDENT HOURLY: MUSH10
Music STUDENT HOURLY: MUSH50
Music NON STUDENT FLAT: MUSF10
Music STUDENT FLAT: MUSF50

Music GRADUATE Educational Stipend: MUGESS
Music UNDERGRAD Educational Stipend: MUESU
Music GRADUATE ASSISTANT: GRADMU

Prep Dance NON STUDENT HOURLY: PPDH10
Prep Dance STUDENT HOURLY: PPDH50
Prep Dance NON STUDENT FLAT: PPDF10
Prep Dance STUDENT FLAT: PPDF50

Provost NON STUDENT HOURLY: PROH10
Provost STUDENT HOURLY: PROH50
Provost NON STUDENT FLAT: PROF10
Provost STUDENT FLAT: PROF50

Registrar NON STUDENT HOURLY: REGH10
Registrar STUDENT HOURLY: REGH50
Registrar NON STUDENT FLAT: REGF10
Registrar STUDENT FLAT: REGF50

Resident Asstant: RESAST
Resident Manager: RESMGR

Student Affairs GRADUATE Educational Stipend: SAEESG
Student Affairs UNDERGRAD Educational Stipend: SAEESU

Student Life NON STUDENT HOURLY: STLHRN
Student Life STUDENT HOURLY: STLFHR
Student Life NON STUDENT FLAT: STLFNR
Student Life STUDENT FLAT: STLFRS

Technology NON STUDENT HOURLY: TECH10
Technology STUDENT HOURLY: TECH50
Technology NON STUDENT FLAT: TECF10
Technology STUDENT FLAT: TECF50
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